This research was conducted to gain some patterns of fractals Julia set and Seirpinski that applied on Batik then creating Batik that has many varied motives and multifaceted. There are three steps in formulating the patterns of fractals of Julia set and Seirpinski. First, build the fractals by analyzing the function of fractals Julia set and determine the plane's coordinate which you want to use. In this case, we use square and rectangle which will be created by using fractals patterns Seirpinski. Second, create a batik motives from fractals pattern Julia set and Seirpinski by using geometry transformation. The geometry transformation which will be used are translation, dilatation, reflection, and rotation. The last, combine some batik motives which were created by using image processing. It was summation of two images processing. The result is batik motives that has many variated and multifaceted.
INTRODUCTION
Creative Industries Models are a like a building whom will make Indonesia economy strong, with the runway, pillars and roofs as the elements for the building. It will bring the creative industries from origin point to achieve the vision and the mission of Creative Industries 2013 (destination point). However, by expending the numbers of Creative Industries, it will cause a selling power and a market value some products in a domestic market or an export market to be weakened. During 2 nd quarter 2017, small and medium industrial growth are being flagging, especially the buying power. The central of bureau of statistics wrote that manufacturing small and micro industry had already being slow. The sector was just grown 2,5% in 2 nd quarter 2017. During 2 nd quarter 2016 and 2 nd quarter 2015, IMK grew 6,56% and 4,57%. The main problem is products that originally they produce still have same system, they have not been counterbalanced with the increasing of an art quality and innovation from batik motives that was needed by customers whether looking from the level of symmetry, harmony, and variation of modelling or the size of the product. In addition, the purpose of this article is to gain the solution of fractals formula and designing the combination from some fractals formulas becoming new design of batik fractals formula.
Batik formula fractals has been introduced by [1] about woven batik motives, but [2] and [3] introduced about fractals application on batik motives from their own regions. for the variation of fractals has been discussed by [4] . In this article, it was written for explaining about fractals formula in different degrees choosing varied complex numbers to create fractals motives and multifaceted. After that, we combine the design from the fractals formula that we got before.
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METHODS
The measures that used to generate batik fractals formula design are, first, generate fractals Julia set and fractals Sierpinski pattern to gain woven batik motives which involving square and rectangle by using mathematics operation. Many iteration on fractals are determined to know the shape of fractals which will combine. Second, Shape up batik motives and woven fractals from the archetype that we have created using geometry transformation. Geometry transformation which we use are translation, dilatation, reflection, and rotation [5] . Last, combining some batik motives which created using image processing that is two summations of it.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Julia set
Julia set was made for by having a certain points and multiplying every others points repeatedly, then adding the result to the original points. The iteration processing that belongs to a function is to do a modification on function composition itself. It is built from polynomial function [6] . The function for Julia set is ( )
, and c is a parameter constant that can be divided into three, those are: a. it can be only real number. b. it can be only imaginer number. c. it can be mixed real number and imaginer number. In some literatures, making motives differently is only created a change on the iteration. (n). it makes adding iteration to add infinite new details, but when an image is zoomed in, then there is still the resemblance characteristic. However, in this research, it will be exposed new modification in terms of squared and parameter value c. Here the research of the program using Maple and Matlab with squared and different parameters. (2) f(z)=z 5 +a*e it *z dengan a=1.0001 dan t=Pi/1000
The Study Geometry Fractals Designed on Batik Motives Juhari 36 determined, then the result of the iteration will make an orbit from those points and those orbits show the shape of fractals Julia set. Picture (2) was built from polynomial function complex numbers ( ) = 5 by adding linier function ( ) = , where a is complex constant number which not zero, and z is complex number = + . Applying that a = 1.001 and multiplying linier function by 0 in a polar equation 0 = with = 100 . Similar with pictures (3) and (4) which have same process to create the pattern. These are some others results modification of fractals Julia set to add motives in fractals batik design. Julia set is made by choosing certain points and multiplying every others points repeatedly, then the result is added to the original one. The processing of iteration which is made for a function is to do a change on a function composition itself repeatedly (recursive). Suppose that f(z)=z 5 +a*e 2Pi*i/g *z with a =1.0001 is function z, the second iteration of z is f 2 (z) = f (f(z)) = f (z 5 +a*e 2Pi*i/g *z) = (z 5 +a*e 2Pi*i/g *z) 5 + a*e 2Pi*i/g * (z 5 +a*e 2Pi*i/g *z) So on until you are in certain iteration then you get the fractals model Julia set like these picture:
Picture 2. Modification of Fractals Julia Set
Julia Set Analyzing Domain Julia set for function ( ) = 2 + is a set for every points which have limit orbits [7] . Julia set is a limit between filled Julia set and set points that have bounded orbits (escape set). Look at function ( ) = 2 , we know that from the quadratic equation complex number, we know that:
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 if 1 0  z then orbit will head 0 and it will be bounded (bounded);
then orbit will always be unit circle and this orbit will be also bounded (bounded);  if 1 0  z then orbit will head a limit and this orbit is unbounded (unbounded); by seeing these orbits, the we can conclude that Julia set for equation = (0.2594 -0.66416i) 2 + (-0.2 + 0.7i) = -0.57382 + 0.4446i bounded to orbit 0 it can be concluded that orbit 1 is infinite and this orbit goes to unbounded, while orbit 2 and orbit 3 are bounded to orbit 0. The process of calculating orbit on point 4 until point 6 equal the calculating on orbit 1 until orbit 3. If it is shows in fractals Julia set like picture (1) . The result of picture 1 can be used to create varied and multiset batik motives formula. These are batik motives fractals, the result by combining some modifications of Julia set.
